SAMPLE QUESTIONS for OWLYS
Online and Knowledge Challenge
Theme (2020-2021): Teamwork: Achieving Together

ART AND DESIGN
ARTICLE
According to author of the article "Why Collaboration Matters in Successful Architecture" , architectural collaboration has
decreased over years in Australasia.
a. True
b. False

VIDEO
In the video "Two Artists Fuse Styles On One Canvas", the graffiti artist wears a mask because _______ .
a. he uses it as a symbol of freedom
b. he wants to be out in the streets freely in his daily life
c. he likes superheroes wearing masks since his childhood
d. it helps getting into his artwork with inspiration

RESEARCH PEOPLE
Hayao Miyazaki is widely known for _______ characters in his films.
a. strong, empowering women
b. wicked witches living with a tamed animal
c. talking inanimate items
d. self-talking

FILM
In the film "The Social Network", what is the program called that the Winklevoss brothers initially created?
a. Harvard Connection
b. American Connection
c. Elite Connection
d. Facebook Connection

BOOK
In the first chapter of Animal Farm, what is the dream Old Major describes to the other animals about?
a. An earth without humans on which animals can live freely and equally.
b. An earth on which animals and humans live together in harmony.
c. An earth on which the weak die and the strong survive.
d. An earth without humans on which all animals will never have to work again.
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ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
ARTICLE
According to the article "Top 11 Benefits of Teamwork in Workplace", what can collaboration increase?
a. Enthusiasm for the whole team
b. Businesses´ profits
c. Leisure time
d. Facebook friends

VIDEO
In the video "Teams Start with Human Connections", what is a more efficient style to pair teams?
a. Pair by personalities
b. Pair by skill sets
c. Pair by nationality
d. Pair by hobbies

RESEARCH PEOPLE
According to Adam Smith, which concept would increase the productivity of labour and improve living standards?
a. Division of labour
b. Laissez-faire
c. Hierarchical management
d. Technology

FILM
In the film "The Social Network", what is the program called that the Winklevoss brothers initially created?
a. Harvard Connection
b. American Connection
c. Elite Connection
d. Facebook Connection

BOOK
In the first chapter of Animal Farm, what is the dream Old Major describes to the other animals about?
a. An earth without humans on which animals can live freely and equally.
b. An earth on which animals and humans live together in harmony.
c. An earth on which the weak die and the strong survive.
d. An earth without humans on which all animals will never have to work again.
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LITERATURE AND CULTURE
ARTICLE
What would the author of “5 teamwork lessons from the World Cup” say a team should do before it starts a project?
a. Discuss their strengths and interests
b. Use computer programs to select roles and tasks fairly
c. Ask their boss to assign roles and duties
d. Read company policies and procedures closely

VIDEO
According to Diane Paulus in the video "The Anatomy of Teamwork: Master the Art of Collaboration", 75% of what she does as a
director is keeping people___.
a. motivated and engaged
b. on the line
c. focused
d. interested

RESEARCH PEOPLE
Toni Morrison earned all of the following awards during her career EXCEPT _______.
a. Grammy Award
b. Nobel Prize in Literature
c. Pulitzer Prize for Fiction
d. Presidential Medal of Freedom

FILM
In the film "The Social Network", what is the program called that the Winklevoss brothers initially created?
a. Harvard Connection
b. American Connection
c. Elite Connection
d. Facebook Connection

BOOK
In the first chapter of Animal Farm, what is the dream Old Major describes to the other animals about?
a. An earth without humans on which animals can live freely and equally.
b. An earth on which animals and humans live together in harmony.
c. An earth on which the weak die and the strong survive.
d. An earth without humans on which all animals will never have to work again.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
ARTICLE
In the article "The Science of Teamwork", the study done by Google aimed at identifying _______.
a. the secrets of their most highly functioning teams
b. whether teams require friendship
c. the ideal size of a team
d. the level of attachment necessary for a team

RESEARCH PEOPLE
What movement was founded inspired by Greta Thunberg's refusal to take aeroplanes?
a. The 'flygskam' movement
b. The 'anti-flying' movement
c. The 'planeskam' movement
d. The 'flygplats' movement

VIDEO
In the video "Making teams work, in space", which traits must an astronaut have in order to work cohesively with a team?
a. Leadership and followership
b. Leadership
c. Followership
d. Neither leadership nor followership

FILM
In the film "The Social Network", what is the program called that the Winklevoss brothers initially created?
a. Harvard Connection
b. American Connection
c. Elite Connection
d. Facebook Connection

BOOK
In the first chapter of Animal Farm, what is the dream Old Major describes to the other animals about?
a. An earth without humans on which animals can live freely and equally.
b. An earth on which animals and humans live together in harmony.
c. An earth on which the weak die and the strong survive.
d. An earth without humans on which all animals will never have to work again.
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SOCIALS SCIENCES
ARTICLE
In the article “Five Women’s Marches Throughout History That Triggered Political Change”, what is the “Women’s Sunday”?
a. A political rally
b. A Sunday brunch
c. An entire day out just for women
d. A day where many women were killed

VIDEO
In the video “How Diversity Makes Teams More Innovative”, companies that are more innovative have more diverse ______.
a. leadership
b. headquarters
c. values
d. issues

RESEARCH PEOPLE
What were the main instruments for the White Rose campaign?
a. Leaflet and graffiti
b. Guns
c. Media
d. Their political power

FILM
In the film "The Social Network", what is the program called that the Winklevoss brothers initially created?
a. Harvard Connection
b. American Connection
c. Elite Connection
d. Facebook Connection

BOOK
In the first chapter of Animal Farm, what is the dream Old Major describes to the other animals about?
a. An earth without humans on which animals can live freely and equally.
b. An earth on which animals and humans live together in harmony.
c. An earth on which the weak die and the strong survive.
d. An earth without humans on which all animals will never have to work again.
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